
Praise for the Agatha Raisin series: 'Sharp, witty, hugely intelligent, unfailingly entertaining, delightfully intolerant and oh so magnificently non-PC. M.C. Beaton has created a national treasure' Anne Robinson. 'M.C. Beaton's imperfect heroine is an absolute gem' Publishers Weekly. 'The Miss Marple-like Raisin is a refreshing, sensible, wonderfully eccentric, thoroughly likeable heroine.' Booklist. 'Once started, you'll have a job to put it down until you've finished.' Amazon reader, Kent. 'Another wonderful tale about Agatha and h Agatha Christie - Death On The Nile PART ONE CHAPTER 1 Linnet Ridgeway! "That's Her." The Abc Murders By Agatha Christie. 329 PagesÂ•2006Â•455 KBÂ•57,882 Downloads. A.b.C. the a.b.C. murders. Berkley Books by Agatha Christie. And then there were none Agatha Christie: And Then There Were None. 268 pages ; 18 cm. One drowned bride is unfortunate - but two of them Abandoned by new husband James, Agatha Raisin hops on a plane to the South Pacific in the hope that an idyllic holiday will bring some consolation. There, she befriends a honeymooning couple but, tragically, the young bride is accidentally drowned. -- back cover. Agatha Raisin and the Christmas Crumble book. Read 236 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Christmas tale thatÂ™s holly, jollyÂ‘and dead...Â Crystal Children reflect the new generation that has come to the Earth plane after the Indigo Children. They are approximately ages 0 through 5. I skimmed through parts of this book as I found it a little silly, tried to compartmentalise children too much in my opinion, and seemed very "white" focused! Except that the next day there are torrential rains that flood the local village river and Agatha sees the woman from the pilates class floating down it in a wedding dress, holding a bouquet. She is frozen stiff. What the heck happened?Â This is the 12th book in the Agatha Raisin series. Agatha is fed up with life in the village after her husband leaves her to become a monk and her other paramour marries a much younger woman. So she takes a holiday to a remote tropical island where she has a surprisingly good time and meets some people who cheer her spirits.